NEW MEMBERS
Gold members go that extra mile to
show their support for the industry.
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The Cost of Radiant
by Lawrence Drake
RPA Executive Director

“What does radiant heating cost?”
This is a question we get on a regular basis
at the RPA office. The answer is always the
same, “it depends.” While this is the correct
answer, it isn’t always satisfying. We go on to
explain that it depends on each installation,

the customer’s expectations and the area of the
country. Our recommendation is to contact
several RPA member contractors and get estimates.
That approach works with some
homeowners, while others continue to press
for a more definitive answer. It is an answer we
are not prepared to give. About the best we
can do is give a range from between $3.00 to
$15.00 per square foot of installed system and
add that, “it depends.” This is a totally unacceptable answer to those reporters who are
looking for hard data for their latest story on
radiant heating. Even after going through the
variables involved in estimating the cost of a
system, reporters want to nail down a number.
One RPA member decided to see if
there was a way to track jobs and get a better
handle on the cost per square foot issue. He
took a look at 127 jobs over the last three years
and listed them by total size and price per
square foot. Using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, he was able to create a scatter chart and

Hydronic Radiant Heating Price per sq. ft. vs. Home Size
2001 to 2004
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Hydronic Snowmelt Price per sq. ft. vs. Snowmelt Size
2001 to 2004

find the mean price per square foot for various
sizes of jobs. The result was a nice curve that
revealed that the larger the job, the lower the
price per square foot. This won’t come as a revelation to many people in the industry, but the
graphic display of this fact and the hard numbers attached should make a great reference for
contractors and homeowners alike. The prices
will vary by location and equipment used, but
they certainly define the “ballpark” better than
anything we have encountered.
Since this particular contractor also
does a lot of snow melting jobs, he also applied his spread sheet to snow melting installations. This technique provides a good picture
of the price of snow melting based on the size
of the job.
The contractor who submitted these
charts would like to remain anonymous for
obvious reasons. We want to thank him for his
efforts and for letting us publish this example
of good job management.
A recent survey on the RPA website
revealed that, of the 128 respondents, 36%
said that radiant heating installed in a home
in their area sold for between $3.00 and $5.99
per square foot. 28% said systems sold for
between $6.00 and $9.99. 21% said between
$10.00 and $13.99 was typical for their area,
while 15% said systems in their neighborhood sold for $14.00 per square foot and up.
Unfortunately, the survey didn’t qualify what
size of systems these were so few conclusions
can be drawn from the survey.
While these charts and surveys
certainly don’t replace a detailed estimate for
each job, they do help place jobs in a ballpark
and could be helpful in qualifying potential
customers. Of course the ideal would be to
make a similar chart based on your own job
history. Also bear in mind that there are still a
lot of “it depends” left in each job.

RPA BOARD... (continued from page 3)
program, annual conference events and more.
The meeting was concluded with the approval
of the budget for the coming year. General
expectations are for growth in all categories as
the economy continues to improve and radiant heating continues its climb to becoming
an accepted form of heating in the building
industry.
On Friday afternoon, as the black
clouds building over the Rocky Mountains
flashed lightening and released a deluge of
rain, board members packed their bags and
headed back to their jobs in the radiant industry. It was a fitting end to a meeting, which
had been stormy at times. But, the storm
brings the much needed rain that makes things
grow, and so it is with an organization like the
RPA as well.

A Call For Picture
Submissions - RPA’s
Artistic Radiant Gallery
by Lawrence Drake
RPA Executive Director

There are
some photos of
radiant systems
or components
that should
be hanging
on the wall in
an art gallery.
Some look
like abstract
art, others are
surrealistic,
and then there
are those that
are just plain
beautiful. If
you have such
a photo or are interested in doing a little creative photography, you may have a chance to
have your work displayed in the RPA’s Artistic
Radiant Gallery at ISH-NA.
The Radiant Panel Association’s
booth at the ISH-NA trade show in Boston,
October 14-16, 2004, will have an art gallery display of radiant masterpieces that any
contractor would be proud to have hanging
on their office wall, or maybe even the living
room. It could be an unusual close-up shot of
a boiler flue or a row of controls. It might be
a radical birds-eye view of coiled tubing or a
cat and a baby curled up on a warm piece of
tile. Actually, it could be anything to do with
a radiant system as seen through the eye of an
artist with a camera. Maybe you have a little
artist in you.
The RPA staff will select the best
of the submitted photos, along with a number
we already have in our library from past
sources, and some taken on the jobsite by a
staff photographer. These photos will be enlarged, matted, framed, and hung, art gallery
style for all the expected 15,000
ISH-NA attendees to see.
A silent auction will be held for
the radiant “masterpieces” throughout the
tradeshow.
Attendees may
bid on their favorite picture.
All proceeds
acquired from
the silent auc-

CHAPTER NEWS
RPA Chapters New Offerings on
the Horizon
Judy Saffell
RPA Program Manager

While promoting local area
Chapters, the RPA is in the process of
revising and improving several of the
current promotional pieces, educational
formats, RadFest events and many other
offerings available today. Chapters are
the key to growth in the RPA and radiant
industry.
RPA School Sponsorship Revision
The RPA is revising the Chapter
Sponsorship of schools to improve attendance, make them more effective and
easier for Chapters to be involved. Under
the current program, local area Chapters
offering the Radiant Basics or Precision
full day class organize, promote, collect
registrations, pay the instructor expenses
and food and beverage. The new program
will make it easier on the Chapters while
at the same time offering more exposure
and potential for new Chapter membership and participation.
Under the new program the RPA national office will:
- Promote the class through new RPA
marketing materials (currently being
developed)
- Handle all registration and fee collection
through the RPA office
- Find and book facilities
- Pay instructor fees and expenses
- Donate $25 per registered student to
the Chapter
The participating chapter will:
- Distribute counter cards
- Invite potential students
- Provide onsite assistance when necessary
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